Introducing campusM Attendance, a student attendance tracking app available on mobile and desktop devices. Attendance empowers students to check into class with just a few taps and provides scalable, real-time capture of Attendance data.

**campusM Attendance Facts**

- **All-time total check-ins:** 11 million and counting
- **Total check-ins 2021:** 5,200,000
- **Number of unique students that checked in in 2021:** 150,700
- **Number of distinct classes that students checked into:** 314,700
- **Number of multi-factor validation options:** 4
- **Number of locations where Attendance was captured:** 3,600
- **Number of absences reported in advance by students in 2021:** 115,700
- **Most popular check-in time across regions:** 10AM Monday morning
- **Students versus staff check-ins in 2021:** 90% students, 10% Staff

**What our customers are saying about Attendance:**

“The University has a duty of care for students, who are going through completely new life experiences throughout their academic journey. It is vitally important that institutions can identify students who may need additional support, and attendance can help us here.” - Gary Brewerton, Loughborough University Middleware and Library Systems Manager

Ready to simplify attendance capture and reporting at your university?

**Schedule a demo with us today**
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